Peace of Mind

Your home or lake cabin is a valuable asset you shouldn't have to worry about while you're away. Bad weather, power loss, and furnace or air conditioning failure can cause significant damage to your home and valuables. Our line of FreezeAlarms and HeatAlarms offer an affordable solution, assuring you peace of mind. Our FreezeAlarms and HeatAlarms automatically call any phone number to alert you of a drop or rise in temperature, power loss or the presence of water inside your home or vacation property.

Affordable Protection

FreezeAlarms and HeatAlarms provide peace of mind at an affordable price. With six different models to choose from, every home owner can enjoy the protection of a FreezeAlarm or HeatAlarm in their primary home, a second home or to monitor a refrigerator or freezer. Check with your insurance company for possible discounts on your premium as well.

Change Temperature by Phone

Don't wait a day to heat up or cool down your vacation home. Simply call your FreezeAlarm or HeatAlarm and change the temperature before you arrive.

No Installation or Monitoring Fees

Installation is as simple as plugging in a phone line. The unit literally talks you through programming of phone numbers and temperature settings. FreezeAlarms and HeatAlarms call you when there is a problem, so there is never a monitoring fee or service contract.

Cooling Protection

Pre-heat or cool a remote location before arrival with a phone call. FreezeAlarms and HeatAlarms provide a significant damage to your home and valuables. Our line of FreezeAlarms and HeatAlarms offer an affordable solution, assuring you peace of mind.

Installation is as simple as plugging in a phone line. The unit literally talks you through programming of phone numbers and temperature settings. FreezeAlarms and HeatAlarms call you when there is a problem, so there is never a monitoring fee or service contract.

Freeze protection and the ability to heat up your cabin by telephone! The Deluxe model also accepts additional alarm sensors such as our waterAlarm™, or a motion sensor for security.
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